
Hi All, 

The past couple of days I have had an influx of emails regarding the Chronicles and suffice to say, 

they will continue as normal. There will always be the occasional negative comment, which is fine, as 

people have a right to express their personal opinions, and they are not taken personally. 

The Chronicles illustrate a methodology that has been amalgamated from various sources, this is 

how I trade. I doubt there is any single person in the world who has spent more time than me in the 

past 4 years or so working on my craft within the realms of Wyckoff, VSA and price action. My life 

has been dedicated to honing these skills, trying to become the best version of myself within the 

market place, spending 1000’s of hours stripping back the unnecessary concepts, streamlining the 

analysis to what it all boils down to, ‘’the imbalance of demand and supply’’ using bar by bar analysis 

we can determine the strength of buying and selling as the market unfolds. Of course taking into 

consideration the background conditions ‘’context’’ 

Trading from my perspective does not need to be more complicated than the simple truth of reading 

the imbalance between demand and supply; this is the true essence of the Chronicles. The method is 

pure; no need for indicators, just structure, bars and Volume, everything else is a derivative and 

therefore lagging. These are merely my personal beliefs, and of course it’s up to the individual to 

seek value (if any) and extract concepts or principles that they find useful and incorporate into their 

own methods/strategies 

Twitter was originally created for a further quick analysis of stocks, commodities, FX etc. As most of 

you know, the arrival of the little one has somewhat restricted time, hopefully soon, we can start 

that ball rolling. My trading experience is well over 10 years and would class myself as a trading 

veteran 

There have been 100’s of emails received, that I have personally responded too, from various 

backgrounds; both experienced, beginners and fellow Wyckoffians. Many of the individuals prefer 

the discretion and others do not want to spam the thread, with what they think are newbie 

questions 

The thread is not aimed for any particular group, in-fact I receive more emails from other 

professionals than beginners, as the concepts may appear advanced to newcomers.  At some point 

in the future I may construct a course, that will allow newcomers to become familiar with the 

concepts and principles, and will be presented in an easy to understand, linear approach, and of 

course advanced courses such as multiple timeframe trading etc. Trading unfortunately is 

surrounded with snake oil salesman, clouded with smoke and mirrors and can be very hard to 

navigate, this is very overwhelming for beginners (as I found)  

To date I have been asked by well over a 100 people for further educational content and I express 

everything you need to know is within the Chronicles, all I can do is to give the names of three books 

that inspired myself ‘’Trades About to Happen’’ by David Weis’’, ‘’Studies in Tape Reading’’ by Rollo 

Tape and ‘’The Undeclared Secrets of the Stock market’’ by the late Tom Williams. Still many people 

return, stating that I relay the information/concepts/principles coherently, in an easy to understand 

manner, which is a complement (thank you very much guys and girls). Without sounding egotistical I 

must have a skill, and if I do decide to go down the ‘’vendor route’’ I will abide by any rules or 



regulations set out by Futures io, which is a great community. It may sound cliché but the 

satisfaction I gain from helping others is far more rewarding than any monetary gain, the intention 

of the Chronicles was to give back, I didn’t think it would evolve the way it has and generate such 

interest.   

Thanks for the continued support, 

All the best, 

F 


